




Nolan Tondreau began writing iOmerta: The Commission Has 
Fallen" in early 2022. He was inspired by the works of 
Martin Scorsese and interested in exploring one of American 
cinemas oldest and most revered genres: The Mafia crime film. 
Pre�production began several months later in June when he 
brought actors Timothy Oakes and Ryan de Quintal on board 
to start discussing the script and workshopping the roles 
they would be taking they would be taking on for the film. Nolan also brought on 
director of photography Tyler Chandler to begin 
collaborating on the shot list and figuring out what would 
become the visual language of the film. After months of 
preparation, the film was shot in late October 2022 with an 
extremely talented team of creatives behind and in front of 
the camera. Nolan began editing the film immediately after 
principal photography, and the post�production process would 
continue for a few months to make sure every aspect of 
editing, sound editing, sound design, color, and music was carefully 
considered and crafted. 
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The lore of La Cosa Nostra provided a rich backdrop for 
the atmosphere of the film. Writer / Director Nolan 
Tondreau spent months researching the history of the 
old crime families to get a better understanding of the 
culture and the rules of the world he was going to be 
inhabiting with his story. The code of OmertË emerged as 
a prolific story point and a structure for the 
narrative he was interenarrative he was interested in telling. The apex where 
the mafia and the federal bureau of investigation meet 
has a rich history, and it became the foundation for 
what this short story would explore. What happens when 
family, honor, and the instinctual need to survive 
collicollide? The history books are filled with answers to 
this question, and the challenge for this film became 
finding a new way into exploring it while still paying 
tribute to the history and traditions of the genre and 
the real gangsters of the past.
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omerta: 
A code of silence 
meant never to be 
broken, that is 
vowed upon 

becoming a made becoming a made 
man, and entering 

the mafia...
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The visual style for OmertË was designed with both 
classic and contemporary cinema in mind. The 
cinematography of Michael Ballhaus cinematography of Michael Ballhaus on iGoodfellas,w 
Gordon Willis on iThe Godfather,w and Robert Richardson 
on iCasino,w provided a lot of visual inspiration for 
what DP Tyler Chandler and Director Nolan Tondreau 
wanted to pay homage to. However, contemporary projects 
like Steven Knight�s iPeaky Blindersw also influenced the 
look of the film. The use of shadows, naturalistic light, 
and bold coloand bold colors allowed the filmmakers on OmertË to 
find a new visual style for the classic mafia film that 
will hopefully feel like a new approach for fans of the 
genre. The short deals with a clandestine meeting in the 
shadows of an abandoned building on a rainy night. This 
was a deliberate choice by the filmmakers to allow for 
striking visuals that still made sense from a narrative 
sstandpoint. 
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NAME::  Ryan de Quintal
ALIAS: Giacobbe Salvatore
BBACKGROUND: Ryan received his BA from 
CSUF in Radio, Television, & Film. He trained 
in the Meisner technique with veteran actor  
Robert Miano. Ryan�s theatre work includes 
playing Eddie in Fool For Love, George in Of 
Mice and Men, and Austin in True West. His 
recent television credits include an 8 episode 
recrecurring role on Big Sky for ABC, roles on 
Brooklyn Nine�Nine and The Good Place for NBC, 
Dave for FX, LA to Vegas for FOX, and Now 
Apocalypse for Starz. In 2022 Ryan will be 

the titular role of iMacbeth.w He also became a frequent writer 
of sketch comedy for independent production companies like 
iMeadow Wolf Studiosw and iOur Comedy Magic.w Most recently, 
Timothy played the recurring role of 'Dylan' on Season 2 of the 
ABC / Hulu drama "Big Sky.w He also worked on the Showtime / 
A24 series iThe Curse,w playing the role of Alejandro.

recurring on the Netflix original series Emerald, making an 
appearance in the AMC series Dark Winds, as well as Rutherford 
Falls for Peacock/NBC. Ryan also just filmed recurring roles 
on WACO: The Aftermath for paramount and the Netflix show 
Obliterated. His recent film work includes lead roles in Before 
It Ends, The Harbinger of Death, and The Huntsman and the 
Hound. Ryan won 4 best actor awards for his work on Huntsman.
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NAME::  Timothy Oakes
ALIAS: Jimmy "Coats" Morelli
BACKGROUND: Timothy Oakes is an athlete 
turned storyteller from the dry streets of 
Phoenix, Arizona. He has a BA from the 
UniveUniversity of Northern Colorado's esteemed 
Acting program and is currently based in Los 
Angeles, CA. Before diving into an on camera 
career full�time, Timothy performed as an 
acting company member for iThe Shakespeare of 
Los Angelesw from 2019 to 2020. He performed in 
several shows there including SCLA's 2019 im
memersive rendition of iMacbethw where he played 
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NAME::  Tyler Chandler
OCCUPATION: Director of Photography
BBACKGROUND: Tyler�s career began in Phoe
nix, Arizona where his work has been featured 
on NBC, and displayed by companies like Ford, 
BMW, and SEMA. Most of his skillsets have been 
self taught from extensive on set experience, 
but Tyler has also benefited from the help of 
mentors along the way. Coming from the 
commercial filmmaking world, iOmerta: The 
Commission Has Fallenw is his first dive into 
the narrative filmmaking space.

NAME::  Nolan Tondreau
OCCUPATION: Writer / Director / Producer / 
Editor
BBACKGROUND: Nolan�s journey into the film in
dustry in 2017 occurred in unique fashion. Having 
always been more of a writer, and a lover of cinema, 
his devotion to the art of filmmaking truly blos
somed post�college. Having directed and produced a 
number of commercial and documentary pieces � Nolan 
is especially gravitating toward narrative based 
productions where he can bring characters and 
story to life. OmertË: The Commission Has Fallen is 
his debut writer/director project.
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NAME::  Graceleigh Wright
OCCUPATION: Associate Producer
BACKGROUND: Graceleigh is from Florida. She 
completed her A.S. Degree in Digital Media / 
Multimedia, and is pMultimedia, and is pursuing her B.A. Degree in Film
making Practices. She has been active in filmmaking 
since middle school. All those experiences lead her 
to having her film get selected for The All 
American Film Festival in New York City. She 
recently produced a film for the Phoenix Beat The 
Clock Challenge that won two awards. iShe feels 
nothing is more rewarding than getting a team of 
like minded passionate individuals together and 
connecting them with each other.w
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NAME::  Johnny Martini
OCCUPATION: Sound Designer
BBACKGROUND: Johnny is an award�winning 
sound designer and comedic actor. He spent a decade 
mixing sound before transitioning into roles in 
front of the camera. His credits include i12 Round 
Gun,w iLeverage,w & iGrimm.w For Johnny, sound design 
is all about serving the story. Sound is 50% of the 
moviegoing experience. When you do a great job in 
sound, sound, no one notices. He hopes that his contribu
tion to the craft can help bring more attention to 
the artistry of sound artists within the industry. 
In other words, it is Johnny�s sincerest hope that 
everyone notices how unnoticeable his work is.
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NAME::  Timothy Oakes
OCCUPATION: Producer
BBACKGROUND: Timothy Oakes will be tackling 
his first drama�produced series with Omerta. His 
past produced work includes a variety of in house 
comedy shorts with production companies "Hello My 
Name Is" and "Our Comedy." Growing up, his continu
al dream had always entailed creating impactful 
stories with great friends. He couldn't be more ex
cited about what's to come with Omerta's future, 
and everyone involved with the production.
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NAME::  Ryan de Quintal
OCCUPATION: Producer / Graphic Designer
BBACKGROUND: On the other side of the camera, 
Ryan has been writing, producing, composing, editing, 
and doing graphic design for all of his passion 
projects that he nurtures from the ground up with 
his production company Paper Street Studios. His 
past works include producing the feature film 
iUnwholly Moments.w Recently, Ryan also wrote, 
produced, edited, did grapproduced, edited, did graphic design, and wrote the 
original score for his short films iThe Huntsman 
and the Hound" and "The Harbinger of Death." His 
work on those films has earned him a best editor 
award, and six producer awards.
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Director of Photography Tyler Chandler began prep 
by designing each and every shot and lighting setup 
digitally using the Cine Tracer software. This allowed 
him and Writer / Director Nolan Tondreau to plan 
accordingly and test drive shots before principal 
photography began. 
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